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This term has been another full and eventful one as you will find out in this latest edition of the 
Middlemore Mail. The highlight for me has been un-doubtably House Music (with the Midwinter 
Ball a close second). This musical competition really brings out the true colours of girls as they 
embrace that challenge of performing in front of their peers on both the small stage and the 
large Spark Arena. It is always an exciting time as the girls take the stage as we traditionally 
have found it difficult to compete against the numbers (not necessarily the talent!) of the boys’ 
houses. However, the girls always put everything into their performance and the hours of 
practise pay off with a polished and professional act. Holly Hardy as House Music Captain had 
some long nights and stressful moments during House Music but she worked through them with 
the support of the year 13s. We are also proud of the Small House girls and their performance 
which won them second place. The term also saw some wonderful achievements, including the 
Senior Drama crew in their production of ‘Harvey’ (Emelia Legget, Ella McLennan and Honour 
Williams) the promotion of Lauren Pondes and Peri Izzard to House Prefects.  On the sporting 
front, Tess Porter won the Senior Girls ski Competition, Cora-Faith Prime was selected to travel 
to Malaysia for the World Cup in Mixed Touch and Sophie Giltrap and Jemma Charteris were 
selected as Auckland Hockey Representatives.  Maddy Frazer was promoted to the Scholar’s 
Com and was awarded the prestigious Colour Patch for achievement in Sport, Academics and 
Community Service. This term also saw some great initiatives such as the Year 11 sleepover, a 
compliment board and our recent pizza and ice cream night to finish off the term with ‘warm 
fuzzies’ included. The new weekend boarding programme is also providing some structure to 
the weekends with fun activities across all the boarding houses.   


Although the girls will be in holiday mode, I do encourage the girls over the holidays to take the 
advice given by their teachers and work to prepare themselves for the last two important terms 
which include the school exams in week 7. It is relatively short term of 9 weeks and study leave 
for the Cambridge AS and A2 students beings at the end of next term. For the year 13s 
motivation can be hard to find as they near the end of their school life but they should remember 
that finishing well and strongly is a good test of perseverance, which is an important life skill. For 
the year 12s this year is a good opportunity to show teachers what you are capable of if you are 
thinking of a leadership position next year. Ultimately the most important, I encourage each girl 
to try something new, challenge themselves and build lifelong friendships. 


Lastly, advance notice for two events happening next term that are organised by the girls - the 
first being a Cultural Showcase held before the Family Chapel Service on Sunday 19th August 
and our annual Pink Ribbon Breakfast on Monday 27th August 7 am.  


Wishing all the girls and staff of Middlemore a restful holiday and I look forward to seeing 
everyone back on the evening Monday 30th July between 4pm and 8:30pm.


Nulli Secundus,

Nichola Hayes

Housemaster, Middlemore House.


HOUSEMASTER REPORT 
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HEAD OF HOUSE ADDRESS
Claudia Marris 
After a well deserved break, the girls took no rest before jumping into another busy time at 
King’s College. Each term has its own challenges and this one was no different. Kicking off 
with Small House in Week 2, the Middlemore girls made everyone extremely proud placing 
an amazing second place. This has not happened since the 'girl houses', Middlemore and 
Taylor split, and it was amazing that they were then able to share their performance with all 
at Spark Arena. Holly Hardy, our Big House captain, helped follow this success through 
putting together our song “Uptown Girl”. A lot of hours went into this performance and it 
couldn’t have been done without the support and good spirit of all the girls. This was 
appreciated by all and, while the Year 11s had their first experience at Spark Arena, the Year 
13s also loved their special last performance ( although perhaps a little sad! ).


Filled with many adventures, Middlemore initiated a first Year 11 sleepover with Year 13s- 
thanks to the help of Peri Izzard. Between games, lollies and movies this was a fun filled 
night that I am sure will be implemented in the years to come. This time to bond between 
year levels is highly valued and demonstrates the unique experiences that are offered in the 
boarding environment. Middlemore’s house spirit was not at all lacking as we competed in 
more inter-house activities, including touch and debating. Both provided tough competition 
and although not managing to get the win I could not of been more proud of the effort put 
in by all.


Within the house we congratulate one girl a week on a success that was noticed, granting 
her the title “Middlemorian of the Week”. This can include anything and is a great way to 
acknowledge the hard work that girls have been putting in within the school and out. There 
has been a large range between sporting, academic and cultural activities making it a 
difficult choice each week. This is a great reflection on everyone’s work so far this year - I 
look forward to seeing this continue in Term 3 with the Year 12s stepping up as they 
approach the end of the year.
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Always exciting to see Middlemore girls go above and beyond! Participation within 
community service is an exciting occurrence with many hours being spent making dog toys, 
fundraising for charities and we look forward to our Pink Ribbon breakfast in Term 3! 
Furthermore, it was a great end to the term to see Middlemore girls playing lead roles in the 
Senior Drama performance “Harvey”. It is great to see this talent shown.


As we reach the midpoint of the year it is an opportunity to reflect on the year so far as well as 
look forward to what you want to achieve by the end. It is a big term coming up as we look 
forward to tournament week as well as the start of exam period. This is your chance to take 
hold of every opportunity 2018 throws at you and make it your best so far. I look forward to 
hearing of the adventures that Middlemore girls will have on the community service trip to 
Samoa, the expedition to Peru as well as a chance to have a rest......I can’t wait to see what 
Term 3 holds in store!
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Being able to be a part of Middlemore’s small house group for 2018 was 
an unreal experience. The song we chose to perform – Sweet child ‘o 
Mine by Guns and Roses was a step out of our comfort zone, but I can 
proudly say it was a step we are thrilled we took. The atmosphere was 
insane. From performing in the Great Hall with the support of your house 
behind you to performing at Spark Arena with the support and 
encouragement of your whole school behind you was a feeling I will never 
forget.


The hours we put into working on our performance was very draining, and 
while we had our ups and downs I was so glad to be a part of one of the 
many things Middlemore does so well. Holly, our cultural prefect was so 
patient with all of us and understanding when it came to choosing our final 
song. The commitment from our singers Lauren, Stella, Jade and myself 
as well as from the band members; Angela, Nikki, Ella, Miwa and Emelia 
was amazing and it only made the process easier.


When it came to the day of the small house competition, there was a sense of nervousness and 
anticipation within the whole school. Performing 7th was a challenging position to be in. Watching 
all the talent and hard work of all the other houses was intimidating. But when the time finally came 
for Middlemore to perform, the adrenalin rush was indescribable. Performing at Spark Arena two 
weeks later was even more intimidating. We all wanted to do our house proud and we all had our 
families and friends there to support us, the stakes were much higher than before. We wanted to 
impress everyone one last time, it was no longer a competition, just a fun way to congratulate our 
success from two weeks before. 


When I got on that stage, I was so emotional. I could see my house and my friends right in front of 
me cheering us on and dancing to the music. When the whole school began to sing along to the 
chorus of the song, words could not describe the amount of happiness I felt in that moment. 


Before coming to King’s, I had never experienced such great school spirit and support. It’s truly 
amazing how you can go from having your whole house behind you to having your entire school 
behind you. Small house has definitely been the highlight of my year so far. I’m so excited to see 
what next year has in store for Middlemore.


“It’s truly 
amazing how 
you can go 
from having 
your whole 
house behind 
you to having 
your entire 
school behind 
you.” 

- CLAUDIA MARRIS

SMALL HOUSE 2018 
Alex Sullivan, Year 12 
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Holly Hardy 
Big House Music this year was definitely a night to remember for girls in Middlemore. It has 
been one of the most successful competitions in recent years for the house, coming 2nd in 
Small House, 6th in Big House, combining for a very impressive 4th out of 11 houses (of 
which 9 are boys!). We performed “Uptown Girl” by Billy Joel, and I think it's safe to say we 
made an impression on the judges, students and families attending.


The girls all looked gorgeous this year in their glistening skirts made by our very own tutor 
Karen Thompson and house manager Clare Stewart. With half the house dressed as 
Uptown Girls and the other half as Backstreet Guys, the contrast made for an appealing 
and exciting performance.


The girls fed off the crowd cheering for them, making it all very special. The year 13's had 
an emotional night as their last Big House Music performance ever, it definitely brought us 
closer together. We all had to face many hurdles, however in the end it all worked out to 
create what we believe has been the most enjoyable event we've done together as one 
house. Paulina's tumbling accompanied by Brookelyn being tossed in the air brought some 
scared faces to the surface, shortly followed my big smiles and grins all round! The band 
consisted of Jade Bowater, Niki McLennan, Ella McLennan and Lina Kudrow, who each put 
in hours and hours of practice to round off the entire performance. As the other houses 
performed, the girls got up and danced together and definitely had one of the best and 
most memorable nights together of the year.


The buzz of the performance continued to hum as our Small House girls emerged onto the 
stage to take the spotlight once more. They performed the classic hit “Sweet Child O Mine” 
by Guns 'N' Roses that gained them a solid 2nd place in the competition, providing them 
with the once in a lifetime opportunity to perform at Spark Arena as proper musicians.

I know even 6 weeks later, all the girls are still ecstatic about the results and the intense 
weeks leading up. I look forward to coming back to watch the girls next year, and I know 
Middlemore can only go up from here.


   BIG HOUSE 2018 
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“The feeling of 
being up on 
that podium 
was truely 
inspiring; 
seeing all the 
girls on stage 
putting in 
110% effort 
was 
awesome.” 

- STELLA WARD
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Nigella Anderson, Year 11 

On Friday the 8th of June, the year elevens along with some of the year thirteens enjoyed a sleepover 

organised by Peri Izzard. This was an opportunity for the year elevens to further bond with the other girls in the 

house and the activities we all participated in allowed us to do so. In the afternoon girls were split into teams 

with both year groups and had to complete an 'amazing race' around the school. The race consisted of 

different activities of which the girls had to work as a team to complete. After the race, everyone enjoyed a 

pizza dinner and then decorated ice cream for dessert. Before settling down for a movie, we played capture 

the flag with school house. Overall the sleepover was a fun night and gave everyone an opportunity to really 

get to known each other.

YEAR 11 SLEEPOVER 
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KC SENIOR BALL 

Peri Izzard, Communications Prefect 

The King's college senior ball for 2018 really was a “wintery night to 
remember”. All the year 12 and 13 girls had been looking forward to this 
event for months and it unsurprisingly exceeded everyone's expectations. 
Walking into the Ellerslie Events Centre on the 30th of June was a 
moment I know I will never forget. The theme was ‘Winter Wonderland’ 
and it was exactly that, with the most beautiful decorations covering 
every wall accompanied by ice sculptures and fairy lights. Firstly was the 
award ceremony, where cutest couple, prince, princess king and queen 
were rewarded, following this, the seniors were blown away by a 
magnificent hypnotist that left the crowd in awe. Organised by the 
amazing Ball Committee run by Middlemorian Emelia Legget, the night 
was an undoubtable success making memories filled with laughter, 
dancing and hypnosis.
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HEAD OF HOUSE ADDRESS
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GRANDPARENTS DAY 

As all the grandparents rushed around trying to find 
there beloved grandchild I stood there and 
wondered how much our grandparents love us. The 
morning was filled with many activities that meant 
that the grandparent could see the school and hear 
about some of the history from Mr Bean. My 
grandmother thoroughly loved the day because she 
could look back on the memories of when three of 
her four children went through the school. The 
photo that was taken on that day sits on my 
grandmothers mantle piece so that she can show 
that I am the first girl in four generations of my 
family to go through the school. The talk from Mr 
Bean was a great way for us to understand some 
more of the history of this school and how the 
traditions have changed over the years since the 
school was founded. Overall, I think that it was a 
wonderful day. It was a day where many students 
could show their grandparents around and show 
them some of the work they have done. I personally 
enjoyed the day showing my grandmother around, 
and the happiness of each grandparents as they 
got showed around will always be in my memory.

Phillippa 
Wallace, 
Year 11 
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June 16th was the day of the year that New Zealand was waiting for. The annual King’s vs Grammar game was 

one that no one would miss.  
The day began with King’s students charging onto the field, building a tunnel in which the first XV would run 

through before the very beginning of the game, allowing the King’s students to show their support for the team. 

Both schools then performed the haka, in which showed school pride along with the support the team had. Both 

schools then aligned the fence, showing the clear divide between the two, only making the game more intense.  
The game started with King’s obtaining an early lead in the game. The pressure put on the King's team was 

intense, as the students and passed collegians were counting on them to do us proud.  
The King's first XV came out on top with a 19-8 victory. The long and fierce game showed great sportsmanship 

that both teams had, along with the commitment the King's team had to display the school spirit and do 

everyone proud.  
The end of the day showed the King's students charge the field after the game, representing our gratitude for 

the team. The whole school cheered and chanted in unison, once again displaying school spirit and showing 

the alliance and partnership all the King's students have formed. The day provided a great game for all, with 

many excited for the future games to come.

KING’S VS GRAMMAR 
Brookelyn Varney, Sports Prefect 
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This term, the Middlemore year twelves had the 
privilege of experiencing an annual tradition that has 
been carried out for over 100 years between two 
neighbouring schools, the King’s College and 
Otahuhu College exchange. All the girls in the house 
had been looking forward to this event in term 2, as 
from the Middlemore seniors, students were aware of 
some of the actives that would take place, and the 
opportunities to meet some new friends and gain new 
experiences.

The morning commenced with the two schools 
attending a shared chapel service carried out by 
Kings’ very own Reverend Watson, followed by music 
pieces from small groups of talented students form 
each school, including Lina Kudrow (Year 12) 
performing on the piano. 

An exciting day had been planned out for all students 
at both schools. Helping to ‘break the ice’ and get to 
know the students at Otahuhu College, a group 
chanting activity in the morning took place, hyping 
students up for the dance battle at Otahuhu College 
that was to follow shortly after students gave their 
fellow group members campus tours.

After everybody was able to refuel with generous 
meals prepared by both schools, and a final chapel 
service to commend the exchange, the day 
concluded with all the Middlemore girls exchanging 
phone numbers and social media accounts, to keep in 
touch with new friends made throughout the day.

It was a eye opening experience for both schools, 
seeing as Kings students that the campus of a school 
so close to our own can have so many differences, 
both physically, and the way their college runs in 
contrast to Kings. Experiencing a day in the life of an 
Otahuhu College student will be memorable, but the 
stand out for many of the Middlemore year 12’s 
overall would have to be the newfound bonds created 
between students within the two schools. In just a 
single day, we started sitting segregated within the 
chapel stands, but this changed completely at the end 
of the exchange, we were all dispersed, sitting next to 
new friends made on the day. These experiences and 
friends made at the Otahuhu Exchange will definitely 
last for many years to come for all the year twelve 
students that had this amazing opportunity. 


OTAHUHU 
EXCHANGE 

Jemma Charteris, Year 12 




